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Biocell Ultravital / Pharmabiol and Pharmabiol Research
Dear Sirs,
We represent Biocell Ultravital 24 kt GmbH and Kuhra Vital 24 kt GmbH, two Swiss private
limited companies. Both companies and their products are very well known to you (see
www.biocellultravital.com).
Our client has been made aware of your website www.pharmabiol.com.
On your website you are referring to a Swiss company called “Pharmabiol GmbH” respectively
“Pharmabiol Research GmbH” (the German word “GmbH” meaning “Ltd.” in English). However, as you know very well, neither a Swiss company called “Pharmabiol GmbH” nor a
Swiss company called “Pharmabiol Research GmbH” does exist in Switzerland. Accordingly, you are intentionally referring to a fictive company. Such behaviour constitutes a criminal act.
Furthermore please note that third parties are not allowed to use the trademark and/or company name “Pharmabiol” respectively “Pharmabiol Research” in Switzerland as these trademarks belong to our client Biocell Ultravital 24 kt GmbH in Switzerland (see the two registered
Swiss trademarks no. 560 296 PHARMABIOL, and no. 560 297 PHARMABIOL RESEARCH).
Accordingly, the use of your company name “Pharmabiol GmbH” respectively “Pharmabiol Research GmbH” and the use of your trademark “PHARMABIOL” for pharmaceutical or esthetical products is a criminal act under Swiss law.
Consequently, in supporting the disputed “PHARMABIOL”-business you are committing a big
scam by proceeding as if the “PHARMABIOL”-products are made or quality controlled
in Switzerland, when in reality these products have no connection with Switzerland at all. And
you will be made liable for your collaboration with the people behind the “Ultravital Therapie
Cellulaire”-business respectively behind the “PHARMABIOL”-business.

KRSW WEINMANN

In particular, on your website you are illegally promoting the following products under the
trademark “PHARMABIOL”: HUMAIN MEGACELL, ACTIVE MEGACELL ACTIVE ORAL,
OLIGOCELL, TENSSOR FACE, RENUFACE, and EXPRESSIONS. These products are copies of our clients’ products; they come with a similar presentation and an almost identical
packaging. With these illegal “PHARMABIOL”-products you are confusing and deceiving the
consumers. Such behaviour constitutes an intentional act of unfair competition.
Please do not hesitate to contact us directly in case you need further information about the
legal situation of the case at hand.

Yours sincerely

Dr. Christian Rohner
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